Unraveling allosteric landscapes of allosterome with ASD.
Allosteric regulation is one of the most direct and efficient ways to fine-tune protein function; it is induced by the binding of a ligand at an allosteric site that is topographically distinct from an orthosteric site. The Allosteric Database (ASD, available online at http://mdl.shsmu.edu.cn/ASD) was developed ten years ago to provide comprehensive information related to allosteric regulation. In recent years, allosteric regulation has received great attention in biological research, bioengineering, and drug discovery, leading to the emergence of entire allosteric landscapes as allosteromes. To facilitate research from the perspective of the allosterome, in ASD 2019, novel features were curated as follows: (i) >10 000 potential allosteric sites of human proteins were deposited for allosteric drug discovery; (ii) 7 human allosterome maps, including protease and ion channel maps, were built to reveal allosteric evolution within families; (iii) 1312 somatic missense mutations at allosteric sites were collected from patient samples from 33 cancer types and (iv) 1493 pharmacophores extracted from allosteric sites were provided for modulator screening. Over the past ten years, the ASD has become a central resource for studying allosteric regulation and will play more important roles in both target identification and allosteric drug discovery in the future.